
Mechanical data:
Mounting: suspended
Casing: steel

Optical data:
Light distribution: symmetric
Lighting: direct

Other data:
Contains light source: yes
Available on request: DIM DALI
Application: offices, receptions, shops, private

apartments

One of the new products presented at the L & B trade fair is the suspended FEBE luminaire. A thin ring that will give the interior the
right character. Some of the advantages of FEBE are modern LED sources with high luminous e ciency, low glare.The luminaire is
equipped with lenses that direct the light straight down without blinding a person standing next to it, at the same time causing doubts
from where the light comes. Ideally suited for lighting hotel reception, lobbies, restaurants.

11.98123.00.10.C 11.98123.00.25.C 11.98123.00.40.C 11.98123.00.60.C 11.98123.00.61.C
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Projects

C - color

L - lenses to choose:
10 = 10°
25 = 25°
40 = 40°
60 = 60°
61 = 30x65°

Feeder mounted outside
of the luminaire

cold white
03 matt
93 glossy

warm white
10 matt
91 glossy

light grey
06 matt
96 glossy

grey
07 matt
97 glossy

grey graphite
80 matt
84 glossy

anthracite
70 matt
76 glossy

black
05 matt
95 glossy

Catalogue code Light source Light flux Power Color temperature Dimensions

11.60083.00.00.L.C POWER LED 8x100 lm 10W 3000K Ø600

11.60084.00.00.L.C POWER LED 8x100 lm 10W 4000K Ø600

11.98123.00.00.L.C POWER LED 12x100 lm 15W 3000K Ø980

11.98124.00.00.L.C POWER LED 12x100 lm 15W 4000K Ø980

11.12163.00.00.L.C POWER LED 16x100 lm 19W 3000K Ø1200

11.12164.00.00.L.C POWER LED 16x100 lm 19W 4000K Ø1200

Carrefour, Morocco, Africa

Creation Date: 27.11.2019 
We reserve the right to change, at any time and without prior notice the technical specifications provided on the card. The color options of the finishes presented in the catalog may differ from the actual ones. Light flux tolerance +/- 10% 
Power may vary depending on the LED performance of the particular generation.
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